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          ISyE Seminar Series: Nicolas Stier-Moses


Wednesday, March 23, 2022, 3:30 p.m. through Wednesday, March 23, 2022, 5 p.m.


Zoom




    	
			  [image: Nicolas Stier-Moses]

      
  "Bernoulli Congestion Games"


			Presentation by Nicolas Stier-Moses
Director, Core Data Science Team
Meta


			Wednesday, March 23

			3:30pm - Graduate Seminar

			4:30pm - Reception


			
	
			About the seminar:


			We consider atomic congestion games with players that participate with an exogenous and known probability $p_i \in [0,1]$, independently of everybody else, or stay out, incurring no cost. When players are present, they choose routes with lowest expected cost, accounting for the participation probabilities of everybody else. In this setting, the Price of Anarchy (PoA) can be defined as the worst-case ratio of the expected social cost at equilibrium to that of any other routing, among instances with possibly different probabilities $p_i$ not exceeding $p$. We characterize the PoA as a function $p$, where the choice of parametrization arises from a monotonicity property that implies that the worst case is attained when all players have the same participation probability. For the case of affine costs, we provide an analytic expression for the continuous PoA function: it is equal to $4/3$ for $0 < p < 1/4$, and increases towards $5/2$ when $p \to 1$. Casting the game into the lambda-mu smoothness framework paves the way to the characterization of the PoA function for the different regimes, which is the main technical contribution. These results allow us to quantify the impact of demand uncertainty on the inefficiency caused by selfish behavior. The parametrized PoA function can be interpreted as providing a continuous transition between the PoA of nonatomic and atomic games. These bounds are tight and are attained on routing games—as opposed to general congestion games—with purely linear costs (i.e., with no constant terms). Finally, we connect this class of games to results on the convergence of congestion games when the number of players grows to infinity. 


			“Price of Anarchy in Stochastic Atomic Congestion Games with Affine Costs” (pdf)
“Convergence of Large Atomic Congestion Games” (pdf)

			
	
			Bio:


			


			Nicolas Stier-Moses is the Director of the Core Data Science team of Meta (formerly Facebook). The work of the team leverages innovative research to drive impact to the products, infrastructure and processes at Meta. The team draws inspiration from a rich and diverse set of disciplines including Operations, Statistics, Economics, Mechanism Design, Machine Learning, Experimentation, Algorithms, and Computational Social Science (in no particular order). Prior to joining Meta, Nicolas was an Associate Professor at the Decision, Risk and Operations Division of Columbia Business School and at the Business School of Universidad Torcuato Di Tella. He received a Ph.D. degree from the Operations Research Center of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.


			

			

 

Seminar Video:







    Industrial and Systems Engineering Info Session


Monday, March 21, 2022, 6:30 p.m. through Monday, March 21, 2022, 7:30 p.m.


Join the Webinar




    What is Industrial and Systems Engineering?


Many students don't know! Industrial and Systems Engineers blend mathematical modeling, engineering thinking, and business practices to optimize system performance. In fact, ISyE is one of the fastest-growing programs in the College of Science and Engineering.


Join our info session on Monday, March 21 at 6:30pm CST as we answer the following questions and more. Parents are also welcome to attend!


	What is Industrial and Systems Engineering (ISyE)?
	What kinds of classes do ISyE students take?
	How does ISyE combine engineering and business?
	What kinds of jobs can I get with an ISyE degree?
	Is it still possible to graduate in 4 years?
	What do ISyE students love about ISyE?


More information


Interested but can't attend? Complete this form for more information and we'll connect with you.


Additionally, you can learn more about the ISyE program within the fact sheet below.


  [image: ISyE Fact Sheet front]

      
    [image: ISyE Fact Sheet back]

      
  





    Alumni-Students Interaction Session with Hamidreza Badri


Thursday, March 3, 2022, 6 p.m. through Thursday, March 3, 2022, 7 p.m.


Join on Zoom




    We hope you can attend the third Alumni-Students Interaction Session of the 2021-22 academic year. Each event is organized by the University of Minnesota Student Chapter of INFORMS and offers a great opportunity for current students to interact with former ISyE Department students and learn about their career experiences.


 


The next Alumni-Students Interaction Session will take place on Thursday, March 3, 6:00 - 7:00 pm CST. The guest is University of Minnesota ISyE PhD graduate Hamidreza Badri, who is now a Senior Data Scientist at Netflix. Previously, Badri worked for Target as a Lead Data Scientist. 


 






    ISyE Seminar Series: Shiqian Ma


Wednesday, March 2, 2022, 3:30 p.m. through Wednesday, March 2, 2022, 5 p.m.


Zoom
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  "Riemannian Optimization for Projection Robust Optimal Transport"


			Presentation by Shiqian Ma
Associate Professor
University of California, Davis


			Wednesday, March 2

			3:30pm - Graduate Seminar

			4:30pm - Reception

			
	
			About the seminar:


			The optimal transport problem is known to suffer the curse of dimensionality. A recently proposed approach to mitigate the curse of dimensionality is to project the sampled data from the high dimensional probability distribution onto a lower-dimensional subspace, and then compute the optimal transport between the projected data. However, this approach requires to solve a max-min problem over the Stiefel manifold, which is very challenging in practice. In this talk, we propose a Riemannian block coordinate descent (RBCD) method to solve this problem. We analyze the complexity of arithmetic operations for RBCD to obtain an $\epsilon$-stationary point, and show that it significantly improves the corresponding complexity of existing methods. Numerical results on both synthetic and real datasets demonstrate that our method is more efficient than existing methods, especially when the number of sampled data is very large. We will also discuss how the same idea can be used to solve the projection robust Wasserstein barycenter problem.


			"A Riemannian Block Coordinate Descent Method for Computing the Projection Robust Wasserstein Distance" (pdf)


			"Projection Robust Wasserstein Barycenters" (pdf)

			
	
			Bio:


			


			Shiqian Ma is an associate professor in the Department of Mathematics at the University of California, Davis. He received his PhD in IEOR from Columbia University in 2011. Shiqian was an NSF postdoctoral fellow in the Institute for Mathematics and its Applications at the University of Minnesota during 2011-2012 and an assistant professor in the Department of Systems Engineering and Engineering Management at the Chinese University of Hong Kong during 2012-2017. His main research areas are optimization and machine learning. Shiqian served as the area chair for ICML 2021 and 2022, and currently serves on the editorial board of Journal of Scientific Computing.


			

			

 


Seminar Video:









    2022 IISE North Central Regional Conference Banquet


Saturday, Feb. 26, 2022, 5:30 p.m. through Saturday, Feb. 26, 2022, 7:15 p.m.


Mississippi Room at Coffman Memorial Union

 


RSVP for the Banquet




    About the Banquet


The University of Minnesota-Twin Cities Institute of Industrial and Systems Engineers (IISE) Chapter invites you to the 2022 IISE North Central Regional Conference Banquet on Saturday, February 26th from 5:30 pm to 7:15 pm in the Mississippi Room at Coffman Memorial Union.


The banquet will feature opportunities for local conference attendees to close out the conference, including an informal networking session, catered dinner, and giveaway, as well as an opportunity to hear keynote speaker Megan Brosnan in person.


To RSVP for the Banquet, please fill out the reservation form before Sunday, February 20th. More information can be found on the Official Conference Website, as well as Facebook Page.


Banquet Agenda


5:30 pm: Informal Networking

6:00 pm: Dinner & Awards

6:25 pm: Keynote Speaker, Megan Brosnan

7:00 pm: Conference Wrap-up


Masks will be required for guests when not eating or drinking.

 


Keynote Speaker


  [image: Megan Brosnan]

      
  Megan Brosnan is the Director of Engineering and R&D at Ergotron. An exceptional, authentic, and innovative leader, she excels in strategic management of technical functions and motivates her workforce to think broadly. Her work experience ranges in process and product development to project engineering in both medical device and packaging. She also owns and manages a business consulting firm for risk assessment, process improvement, and change management. Brosnan holds a bachelor's degree from Marquette University in Biomedical Engineering.






    2022 IISE North Central Regional Conference


Friday, Feb. 25, 2022, 8 a.m. through Saturday, Feb. 26, 2022, 8 p.m.


Register to Attend




    About the Conference


The University of Minnesota-Twin Cities Institute of Industrial and Systems Engineers (IISE) Chapter is proud to announce that it will be virtually hosting the 2022 IISE North Central Regional Conference: Top of the Region on Friday, February 25th and Saturday, February 26th.


This event will bring together not only Industrial and Systems Engineers, but also other students from a variety of majors from 10+ campuses, for a series of workshops and seminars to explore the possibilities within industrial engineering and beyond. Faculty members and industry professionals, both locally and nationally, will be present to share important industry trends and skills from consulting and healthcare, patent law and graduate school, supply chain and technology, and more!


Although the conference is virtual, conference attendees local to the Twin Cities will have the opportunity to attend an in-person banquet closing out the conference for additional networking opportunities. More information about the Banquet and how to RSVP can be found here.



Registration details and other conference information can be found at the Official Conference Website, as well as Facebook Page. For additional questions, please reach out to the Senior Conference Planner, Amber Tacheny, at tache037@umn.edu. 




 


Opening Speaker


  [image: Eric Ayanegui]

      
  Eric Ayanegui is the Director of Operations Engineering Solutions at Cintas (“The Uniform Company”). He has proven expertise in managing performing and under-performing teams to bolster functional departments using a background in Industrial Engineering and Operations Research. He is a charismatic, team - oriented leader who prioritizes team member engagement and fulfillment of highest potential, and is passionate about incorporating personnel from diverse backgrounds. He holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Industrial Engineering from the University of Houston.



Keynote Speaker
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  Megan Brosnan is the Director of Engineering and R&D at Ergotron. An exceptional, authentic, and innovative leader, she excels in strategic management of technical functions and motivates her workforce to think broadly. Her work experience ranges in process and product development to project engineering in both medical device and packaging. She also owns and manages a business consulting firm for risk assessment, process improvement, and change management. Brosnan holds a bachelor's degree from Marquette University in Biomedical Engineering.






    ISyE Seminar Series: Robert Shumsky


Wednesday, Feb. 23, 2022, 3:30 p.m. through Wednesday, Feb. 23, 2022, 5 p.m.


Zoom
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  "Optimal Delay Messages"


			Presentation by Robert Shumsky
Professor of Operations Management
Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth


			Wednesday, February 23

			3:30pm - Graduate Seminar

			4:30pm - Reception

			
	
			About the seminar:


			What should service providers tell their customers about delays? Typical prescriptions include ‘provide more accurate information’ or ‘under-promise and over-deliver,’ but there are few empirical studies to back up this advice and (to our knowledge) no rigorous models that capture the interplay between information provision and each customer’s emotional response. Customers are typically disappointed if they have to wait longer than expected, and may also value accuracy and precision in delay messages. We develop a framework that takes these preferences into account so that delay messages are designed to optimize the customers’ experiences while waiting. We assume that customers are Bayesian and update their beliefs about the expected start time of service, given both the messages from the service provider and the passage of time. They may be loss-averse in the sense that an increase in the expected wait causes more distress than the positive response caused by an equivalent decrease, and they may be uncertainty-averse in that variance in delay forecasts diminish utility. We find that when loss aversion dominates, the optimal message structure emphasizes provision of information about the tails of the distribution rather than simply updating the customers about the duration of the wait. When uncertainty-aversion is high, more traditional ordinal forecasts are optimal, and optimal messages should provide the most accurate information about the longest delays. In general, the model allows us to explore the role of forecasting systems and delay announcements to both provide accurate information and manage expectations.


			"Optimal Delay Messages" (pdf)

			
	
			Bio:


			


			Robert Shumsky is a Professor of Operations Management at the Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth and is co-director of Dartmouth’s Master in Health Care Delivery Science program. His research focuses on the improvement of service operations, and he has written about capacity estimation and control, how to allocate work to improve quality, and how to coordinate service supply chains. He has conducted research on the U.S. air traffic management system and studied transportation operations for state agencies and the Federal Aviation Administration. He has also served as a consultant for both manufacturing and service operations, including call centers and health care providers. Professor Shumsky has published articles in Manufacturing and Service Operations Management, Operations Research, Management Science, and the Proceedings of the National Academy of Science. He currently serves in various editorial positions for several academic journals. He received his PhD degree in Operations Research from MIT.


			

			

 


Seminar Video:









    ISyE Seminar Series: Yunan Liu


Wednesday, Feb. 16, 2022, 3:30 p.m. through Wednesday, Feb. 16, 2022, 5 p.m.


Zoom
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  "An Online Learning Approach to Dynamic Pricing and Capacity Sizing in Service Systems"


			Presentation by Yunan Liu
Associate Professor
North Carolina State University


			Wednesday, February 16

			3:30pm - Graduate Seminar

			4:30pm - Reception

			
	
			About the seminar:


			We study a dynamic pricing and capacity sizing problem in a queueing system, where the service provider’s objective is to obtain the optimal service fee p and service capacity μ so as to maximize cumulative expected profit (the service revenue minus the staffing cost and delay penalty). Due to the complex nature of the queueing dynamics, such a problem has no analytic solution so that previous research often resorts to heavy-traffic analysis where both the arrival rate and service rate are sent to infinity. In this work we propose an online learning framework designed for solving this problem which does not require the system’s scale to increase. Our framework is dubbed Gradient-based Online Learning in Queue (GOLiQ). GOLiQ organizes the time horizon into successive operational cycles and prescribes an efficient procedure to obtain improved pricing and staffing policies in each cycle using data collected in previous cycles. Data here include the number of customer arrivals, waiting times, and the server’s busy times. The ingenuity of this approach lies in its online nature, which allows the service provider to do better by interacting with the environment. Effectiveness of GOLiQ is substantiated by (i) theoretical results including the algorithm convergence and regret analysis (with a logarithmic regret bound), and (ii) engineering confirmation via simulation experiments.


			“An Online Learning Approach to Dynamic Pricing and Capacity Sizing in Service Systems” (pdf)

			
	
			Bio:


			


			Yunan Liu is currently an Associate Professor at the Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering at North Carolina State University. He obtained his B.E. degree from the Electrical Engineering Department at Tsinghua University, M.S. and Ph.D. degrees from the Industrial Engineering and Operations Research Department at Columbia University. His research interests include stochastic modeling, applied probability, simulation, queueing theory, optimal control, and online learning, with applications to customer contact centers, health care, production, blockchain and transportation systems. He teaches graduate and undergraduate classes on stochastic models, simulations, queueing theory and reinforcement learning. His work was awarded the first place in the INFORMS Junior Faculty Interest Group Paper Competition in 2016.


			

			

 


Seminar Video:









    Workshop: Understanding the Journal Paper Process and Writing Papers That Will Be Chosen for Publication


Friday, Feb. 11, 2022, 11 a.m. through Friday, Feb. 11, 2022, 3 p.m.


To Be Determined




    Cost:

Free, but registration is mandatory. Please register through this RSVP form.


About the event:

This short workshop will feature Alice Smith, a Joe W. Forehand/Accenture Distinguished Professor of the Industrial and Systems Engineering Department at Auburn University. Attendees will be provided an overview of the typical scholarly journal structure and reviewing process. Best practices for becoming involved as a reviewer and accomplishing the reviews will be given. Journal rankings and choosing an appropriate journal are also topics. The components of a typical scholarly paper are discussed in turn and writing papers that facilitate acceptance will be examined. Handling reviews effectively will also be covered including the steps of revision, responding to reviewers, and publicizing your accepted paper. Ethical practices in reviewing and publishing are an important part of this workshop. Finally, tips for becoming involved in editorial positions are outlined. This workshop is designed to help graduate students and newer faculty members to engage the academic journal system productively.


This workshop is organized by the Institute for Operations Research and the Management Sciences (INFORMS) — University of Minnesota student chapter. If you have any questions, please contact informs@umn.edu.






    ISyE Seminar Series: Alice Smith


Wednesday, Feb. 9, 2022, 3:30 p.m. through Wednesday, Feb. 9, 2022, 5 p.m.


Ford Hall

Room 110
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  "Innovative Uses of Drones for Last Mile Delivery with a Focus on Healthcare"


			Presentation by Alice E. Smith
Joe W. Forehand/Accenture Distinguished Professor
Auburn University


			Wednesday, February 9

			3:00pm - Reception

			3:30pm - Graduate Seminar 

			Ford Hall, Room 110


			*Required attendance for students in IE 8773 and 8774

			
	
			About the seminar:


			This seminar discusses two novel strategies for employing a combination of drones and delivery vehicles, such as trucks, for last mile delivery to homes and businesses. The work is general, but we aim for a healthcare application. One strategy uses drones to resupply trucks during the day for same day delivery, as orders are made available at a central depot. The trucks deliver the orders to the customers but do not have to return to the depot during the day since they are being supplied by the drones for new orders. The other strategy integrates a truck with a multi-capacity drone. In this case, either the truck or the drone can make both deliveries and pick-ups, and the drone is launched from and returned to the truck. A mathematical model is formulated and solved for each strategy. We show that both strategies offer benefits in customer service and cost of delivery compared to traditional truck delivery only. We focus our work on healthcare and specifically the delivery and pick up of medical supplies and tests (such as COVID tests) in challenged, rural environments. We are complementing our algorithmic and computational work with animations and a limited physical field trial. 


			“The traveling salesman problem with release dates and drone resupply” (pdf)

			
	
			Bio:


			


			Alice E. Smith is the Joe W. Forehand/Accenture Distinguished Professor of the Industrial and Systems Engineering Department at Auburn University, where she served as Department Chair from 1999-2011. She also has a joint appointment with the Department of Computer Science and Software Engineering. Previously, she was on the faculty of the Department of Industrial Engineering at the University of Pittsburgh from 1991-99, which she joined after industrial experience with Southwestern Bell Corporation. Dr. Smith has degrees from Rice University, Saint Louis University, and Missouri University of Science and Technology.


			Dr. Smith’s research focus is analysis, modeling, and optimization of complex systems with emphasis on computation inspired by natural systems. She holds one U.S. patent and several international patents and has authored more than 200 publications which have garnered over 14,500 citations and an H Index of 47 (Google Scholar). She is the editor of the recent book Women in Industrial and Systems Engineering: Key Advances and Perspectives on Emerging Topics.


			

			

 


Seminar Video:
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